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Injustice gods among us ps4 super moves

Note: Used only for reporting spam, ads, and problematic posts (harassment, combat, or rudeness). See Share Super Moves as special moves that can be performed if the player's Super Meter is up to level 4. Super Move means dealing great damage to opponents. Super Moves can also be done in Injustice: Gods Among Us Mobile if Super Meter reaches level 3. Super Move List Character Super Move
Depicts Aquaman Atlantean Rage Aquaman summoning a tidal wave and flooding the stage. He then pushes his trident into his opponent's chest and lifts him/her up into the mouth of a Great White Shark. Ares Annihilator Ares cuts off his enemy with a sword and moves him/her to another plane. He then shouts and points at his enemies as thousands of arrows are shot in the sky and then falls and hits his
enemies. Then he becomes giant and smashes his enemies with his hands. Then he moved him/her back to the stage where she fought. Bane Break The Bat Bane runs forward and grabs the opponent, and gives him/her a punch to the gut, launches him/her with an uppercut in the face, grabs the opponent's leg and slams him/her to the ground, then he performs his or her infamous back breaker on
him/her. Batgirl High-Wire Act While in the air, she shocks her opponent, and Batgirl attaches a Batclaw to her opponent, pins him/her in place. She then jumps on her opponent's back, shoots her Batclaw into the sky, lifting both her and her opponent into the sky. Eventually, she lets go, sending him/her falling back to the ground, before slamming down on her/her back with her heel blade, breaking her fall.
Batman The Dark Knight Batman throws a batarang of smoke at opponents, quickly enters his coordinates into the Batmobile, then shocks the enemy with two tazers and follows with a knee to the face. He then throws an explosive bat in his opponent's face. He messed up, and the Batmobile came to run past rival Hiis. Black Adam Teth-Adam Black Adam dashes and punches his opponent, then
uppercuts him/her with a charged lightning punch, knocks him/her into the air where he follows up with one knee to his/her jaw before grabbing him/her and shouting, SHAZAM! He then throws him/her to the ground, where a lightning bolt attacks him/her and ends the attack by landing on him/her with a powerful drop kick. Catwoman Nine Lives Catwoman blows a kiss at the opponent, throws the dough at
her opponent, kicks her opponent up into the air and then uses her whip to grab him/her by the neck and slam him/her to the ground, first face. She then jumps on the opponent and scratches her face twice and beats him/her to the ground using her legs. Cyborg Target locked Cyborg turns into a giant laser cannon from his body that sucks in the air and starts firing lasers at opponents. for a period of time,
the gun expanded and amplified its power, firing at the opponent, who was then blown up by a powerful laser. Deathstroke eye for Eye Deathstroke cuts the enemy with his sword, throws it into the air, shoots his enemy twice, runs back and stabs his opponent by kicking the sword in his chest, and shoots him/her with his/her SMGs until the opponent collapses to the floor. Doomsday Mass Destruction
Doomsday slams his opponent onto the ground and starts punching him/her relentlessly through the center of the Earth and out into the ocean on the other side. Then he punches him/her back through the earth and returns to his starting point. Flash Speed Zone The Flash punches the opponent in the face, slows down time and runs around the earth at full speed, and before appearing in front of his
opponent, he reads his fist. Then he punches the enemy with an incredible force, takes the opponent to the sky, and then punches him/her back to the ground. Green Arrow Arsenal Assault Green Arrow shoots an arrow that explodes into the opponent in the air, then wrestles the opponent to the ground and jumps over him/her firing three explosive arrows. The arrow will eventually take the opponent to the
sky. This super move can then be followed up with a later combo. Green Lantern Beware My Power Green Lantern moves its rivals to Oa. He then hammers the enemy with a hammer, smashes two trainers into his enemies and then summons a swarm of jets and missiles, sending them directly at the opponent and shifting him/her back. Yellow Lantern does the same, except that his structure is Yellow and
he shifts his opponent to Qward. Harley Quinn Mallet Bomb Harley pummels his opponent with a mallet, knocking him/her back. Throwing a tan, she runs and slides, putting an exploding cherry pie underneath him/her. This super move can then be followed up with a later combo. Hawkgirl The power of Nth Hawkgirl grabs her opponent and sends him/her into the sky, then she quickly comes in from the side
and hits the opponent's face with her stick and then repeats the same but goes down causing her opponent to fall to the ground. Joker Let's Be Serious Joker throws a cake at his opponent to distract him/her. Joker proceeds to attack his opponent with a crowbar then shoots his opponent in the face with his pistol. Then he hits them with a laughing gas canister that makes the enemy fall to the ground, the
Joker rises above him/her and shoots the enemy point blank, shouting Wakey wakey!, with a rocket launcher. Killer Frost Endless Whiteout Killer Frost makes three ice spikes under his enemies that stab him/her. She then creates a huge ice tornado that surrounds them both. Then she makes two prickly ice walls on each side of him/her and smashes him/her with them. Then she makes an ice wall above
him/her and sends it to the ground, crushing him/her. Lex Luthor Coordinates receives Lex trapping his enemies in a later energy field several blows and quickly eliminated in a few coordinates to a satellite. The satellite shoots down a laser that Lex captures and focuses on an energy balloon that his grandfather On top of the enemy. The explosion can be seen from space. Lobo The Main Man Lobo
grabbed his strings and slams it on his opponent, shocking him/her. Then he summons his bike, and runs over his opponent, sending him/her into the air. Lobo then shoots his/her gun while they are in the air. Lobo then boots off his engine with a laugh, burning his opponent's face with the emissions flame before looking back, giving him/her middle finger, and blasts away with his bike. Martian Manhunter
The son of Mars Martian Manhunter transports his opponents to Mars or the sympathetic spirit forces his opponents to believe they have been shifted. Then he shapes the switch to the opponent and punches him/her twice. While stunned, he returned to his Mars form and uppercuts opponents into the sky. When he/she soars he grows to enormous sizes and crushes them with two rocks. He then
transported them back to the arena. Nightwing Dark As Nightwing attacks his enemies with an electric blast, then jumps onto his motorcycle, repeatedly slashing opponents with electric gloves. After six blows, Nightwing slipped around, towards the opponent, and jumped off his motorcycle to slam his electrometrooper into the opponent's chest. Raven Deadly Sin Raven moves her opponent to a dark
dimension, where she summons three demons to attack her enemies, then summons Trigon to attack by firing sparks from her eyes that bring the fight back to its original battlefield. Scorpions welcome shifting Scorpions and kicking their opponents in the back before moving them to Netherrealm. Then he lifts the ground in certain places, creating a jagged selection of vertical stones, which he slams his
opponent into, twice, with his tongue chain. Finally, he throws his opponent to the ground and ends the action with a big jump from the blade, shifting the action back to the original arena Shazam! Shazam Shazam's power cuts his enemies into the straary and pummels his opponents with a series of blows, then he elbows opponents in the back, grabs his enemies by foot, spins his enemies, and throws his
opponent back on the ground. Sinestro Sinestro's Might Sinestro throws a shield over his opponent, chains his enemies then drags his victim through a portal, straight into space, then he hits two meteorites into his opponent, and to the end, he creates a laser beam and shoots his enemies back to earth. Solomon Grundy Grave Digger Solomon Grundy pulls a cleaver out and cuts his enemies with it, then he
proceeds to take the enemy and throw him/her. As the enemy tries to get up, Grundy draws a headstone from his chest and smashes it over his head. Superman Kryptonian Smash Superman Flies Toward The Opposite and grab him/her. Then he uppercuts his opponent into space, and sends him/her back down to earth with a hammer punch, slamming him or her to the ground. Wonder Woman Justice
Javelin Wonder Woman bashes her With her shield, and while her opponent is air, she wraps her opponent in her lasso and calls two Amazons. One holds the enemy and kneels in the back, followed by a second who breaks a tree while smashing into the opponent's face. Eventually, Wonder Woman pulls the enemy back at her and cuts him/her with her sword on their face. Zatanna Avrah KaDabra
Zatanna pulls out her wand and casts a spell that surrounds them with a dark blue swirl. Using her energy, she constantly inflicts damage on her opponent with a strong beam. She then traps her opponent in a gold diamond and, with a magic word, smashes it to the ground. Zod Galactic Destruction Zod flies in the air and grabs his opponents, then flies into space and smashes them over the moon. Then he
blasts them back to earth with his thermal vision. Super Move List (Super Move 2) Character Super Move Depicts Aquaman The Beast Beneath Aquaman running into his opponent and stabbing them in the chest with Poseidon's Trident. He summoned a tidal wave and brought them to the surface. He then summons lightning and slashes opponents twice and a sea monster bites his opponent, dragging
them to the bottom of the sea, where Aquaman stabs them again. Atrocitus The Butcher Atrocitus stabs the opponent in the chest with a blade, then punches them in a rock and summons Butcher, attacking the opponent. Then he sprays plasma on the opponent's face. Atom The Big Bang Atom shrinks and punches his enemies before becoming giant and crushing his enemies to the ground. Bane
Vengeance of Bane stoms the ground and his enemies are launched into the air. Bane jumps up and hits them, headbutts them, then grabs them under his arms and slams his enemies to the ground. Batman Bat of Gotham Batman solves his enemies with a gadget that drags his enemies into the air. Batwing arrives, shoots them with machine guns and then launches a missile at them, causing them to fall
to the ground. Black Adam SHAZAM!!! Black Adam throws his enemies to Egypt, where they crash into a Great Pyramid. Adam smashes them through the pyramids and out of the head where he shouts Shazam! And move out of the way as lightning strikes the enemy, destroying the pyramids in the process. Black Canary Sonic Scream Canary kicks his opponent into the air and uses a sound scream to
paralyze his enemies at the ground. She punches the enemy on the ground for the final blow. Black Manta Speared and Sheared Black Manta activate their trident and lunges at opponents. Black Manta uses two shoulder-mounted missile launchers to blast opponents and shoot his synies to pull opponents toward him before finishing with his laser-eyed helmet scorching at opponents. Blue Beetle Shape
Shifter Blue Beetle stabs his enemies with claws to stun them, then he hits them twice with swords and sticks, and shoots them with two giant machine guns and lasers. Brainiac Skull Ship Brainiac Out four robots to attack his enemies before his ship They with enough force to destroy other robots. Captain Cold Absolute Zero Captain Cold freezes his enemies and performs a slide and repeatedly shoots his
enemies until he makes a chandelier right on top of the enemy, crashing it right on top of them. Catwoman Bad Kitty Catwoman jumps on her motorcycle and grabs her opponent's legs using her whip and pulls them onto the road, then jumps and crashes her motorcycle right on top of her enemies. Cheetah Queen of the Jungle Cheetah cut his victims and threw them into the air, then cut them three times
and fell off, and cut them again, then jumped on their backs, breaking their spine and slamming them to the floor. Cyborg Apokolips Cyborg blows his enemies through a Boom tube into Apokolips. Parademons attacks enemies and drags them back to Cyborg through the still-open Boom Tube, and he detonates them with enough force to destroy parademons. Darkseid Boss Darkseid Darkseid shoots his
Omega Beams at his opponents, putting them into orbit. Omega Beams smashes opponents through several satellites before Darkseid catches them in his extended hand, crushing them in it before dragging them through boom tube back into the arena. Deadshot Never Miss Deadshot hits opponents with the butt of his assault rifle, then throws the rifle into the air. While the rifle is flying, he punches and
stabs the opponent in the chest, then goes behind and elbows the opponent's head and shoots them in the back, then stabs them again in the chest and shoots them, and finally, catches his rifle and shoots them in the face on the shoulder. Anubis Doctor Fate's Doctor Fate amulet sucks opponents into their chests and smashes them against walls, attacking them with two ores, and pushing them with a
amulet that pushes them out of their chests. Enchantress Out of Body Experience Enchantress will jump into the air and unleash a short spark of energy on opponents, astounding them. She then proceedes to create a whirlwind that surrounds her and her opponent, after which she takes the opponent's soul and controls the soul by making it hit the opponent, the soul cuts the opponent into the air and
throws them down. Enchantress then makes the soul quickly turn into an energy ball in mid-air and the energy ball then attacks the opponent while they are on the ground, causing an explosion, then swirling away. Firestorm Molecular Mayhem Firestorm lit his opponents on fire then fired two fireballs at them, flew to the ground and created an explosion under them and smashed two atoms on them. Flash
Time Changer Flash touches opponents that put them on a spin. He then grabbed them and turned back in time to smash them against the Sus more, then he turned back time again to smash them into Tyrannosaurus Rex, and eventually went forward in time to slam opponents against themselves. Gorilla Grodd Animal Instinct Grodd uses telekinesis and keeps his enemies. He slams enemies times before
roaring at them. They. Use one last punch to take them down. Green target arrows practice green arrows that hit their enemies with their bows, then shoot an exploding arrow behind them and slams them on top of it, launching them back up. He freezes them with an ice arrow and then stomps on them, breaking the ice. Green Lantern Mechanized Assault Green Lantern slams giant robot boots on his
enemies, then he makes them to the legs and then claps with them, then it form a body, then he presses them with the head, makes an entire robot, then shoots a giant laser blast. Harley Quinn Get 'Em Boys Harley throws a bomb at his enemies, which stuns them. She summons Bud &amp; Lou to bite them several times before she hits them with a bat. Hellboy Final Resting Place Hellboy punches a hole
in the ground with his kicking fist, creates a gate into hell, then lunges at the player, punching him while falling into hell; The player lands and is attacked by the devil while Hellboy performs an air smash with his axe before taking him and the player back to the battlefield. Joker's not funny, is it? The Joker explodes a box of Joker Toxins, pushing the opponent backwards onto an electric chair. He then hits
them in the face with a crowbar twice, then activates the electric chair to hit them, until the 1,000 TNT rods underneath them explode. Poison Ivy FEED ME Poison Ivy blows plant toxins in the opponent's face, turns the stage into a forest then venus Flytrap pulls the opponent in and starts chewing on her opponent before she pulls them out. Raiden Power Surge Raiden moves his opponents and himself to
the Sky Temple, flying at them, bringing them into the sky, where a large lightning bolt attacks them before he form a dragon struck by lightning and beats them back to the ground. If his top skin, Black Lightning, is chosen, a giant fist is used instead of a dragon. Red Hood Gotham's Outlaw Red Hood detonates a grenade in the opponent's face, then drops a timed grenade behind the opponent and drops
them into it. The explosion launched the opponent above, and Red Hood fired several shots at the opponent with his pistol before rolling backwards and jumping up and placing a stick bomb on their back. He then fires bullets at them from above before shooting down the pistol's iron vision and firing the sticky bomb, causing it to explode. Robin Retains Robin stabs his enemies with his sword and throws
five Birdarangs. After throwing, he slashes his opponent with his sword and duck the moment Birdarangs crashes into his opponent and detonates it. Scarecrow Death Bed scarecrow opens up a rift of space-time to free bats at his enemies, then he uses his crescents to grab them, smash them twice, then smash them into a headstone with their name on it. Starfire Starry Night Starfire blows her starbolts at
her opponents, sending them into space. She then shoots a series of starbolts at opponents take them into space. She ends by liberation Her energy enters a supernova, sending her opponent crashing back to Earth. Sub-Zero Deep Freeze Sub-Zero freezes the ground, creating an ice sheet that causes the opponent to slide. Sub-Zero then slides towards their opponents, flipping them in the air, then
freezing them in mid-air before brutally smashing them with ice hammers, sending them flying through the arena. He then moves in front of opponents and smashes them with icy spikes, freezing them mid-flight, before grabbing their heads and smashing them hard in the face, breaking the ice. Supergirl asteroid bath supergirl uppercuts his opponents, then grabs their hold and flies near the sun. She throws
them away and shoots her thermal vision at them, slamming them in a meteor rainstorm. Superman Final Flight Superman grabs his enemies and punches them in the sky. In the air, he punches his enemies twice before grabbing them and slamming them back to the ground. Swamp Thing Green Kingdom Swamp Thing uses vines to pull its enemies down the center of the earth. There, he summons a
giant fist made of vines to punch opponents twice before grabbing them and breaking their spine. Fists grab opponents and slams them on the ground. Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Shell Shock Leonardo starts Super Move by jumping over opponents and slashing them with his Ninjakens. Michelangelo then skates past his opponent on his skateboard and smacks opponents with his nunchaku before
throwing his skateboard up into the air. Raphael follows it by kicking the skateboard in the opponent's face before throwing his wrong into the opponent's body. Donatello ends it by performing an air attack with his Bo Staff, taking opponents into the air. The turtle ends Super Move by banging its back on the opponent while shouting Shell Shocked!. Wonder Woman Princess Power Wonder Woman stuns
her opponents with a blast from her bracers, lassos them and uppercuts them with her shield, which she then throws at them. She then jumps up and punches her opponent to the ground before stabbing them with her sword and shield, then stepping on them. Gallery Injustice: Gods Among Us Superman activates his Super Move.Batman triggers his super moves. Wonder Woman activates his Super
Move.The Flash activates his Super Move.Green Lantern trigger super move.Cyborg activates his Super Move.Green Arrow triggers his Super Move.Aquaman triggers his Super Move.Nightwing activation His Super Move.Raven activates Super Move.Hawkgirl activates her Super Move.Shaz activates her Super Move.Lex Luthor activates his Super Move.The Joker activates Super Move.Harley Quinn
activates Super Move.Catwoman Her Super Move.Bane triggers her Super Move.Black Adam activates her Super Move.Deathstroke triggers her Super Move.Sinestro activates her Super Move.Sinestro activates her Super Move.Killer Frost His Super Move.Solomon Grundy activates his Super activate his Super Move.Ares triggers his Super Move.Lobo activates his Super Move.Batgirl activates his Super
Move.Scorpion triggers his Super Move.Martian Manhunter activates his Super Move.Move.Zatanna activates her Super Move.Add a photo of herself to this unbeaten collection 12 Superman activates his Super Move.Batman triggers his Super Move.Wonder Woman activates Super Move.The Flash's his Super Move.Green Lantern activation super move.Cyborg activates his Super Move.Green Arrow
trigger super move.Aquaman activates his Super Move.The Joker activates his Super Move.Harley Quinn activates Super Move.Her Catwoman activates her Super Move.Bane activates Super Move.Black Adam activates her Super Move.Supergirl activates her Super Move.Blue Beetle activates her Super Move.Firestorm activates Super Move.Black Canary Activate his Super Move.Robin to activate his
Super Move.Robin activates his Super Move.Gorilla Grodd activates his Super Move.Scarecrow activates his Super Move.Poison Ivy activates his Super Move.Deadshot trigger Super Move.His Cheetah activates Super Move.Doctor Fate activates his Super Move.Captain Cold activates his Super Move.Swamp Thing trigger Super Move.Atrocitus activates his Super Move.Brainiac triggers his Super
Move.Darkseid trigger His Super Move.Red Hood activation Super Move.Sub-Zero activates his Super Move.Starfire activates his Super MoveBlack Manta triggers his Super Move.Raiden activates his Super Move.Hellboy's Super Move.Hellboy her Super Move.Atom activation super move.Enchantress activates her Super Move.Leonardo activates their Super Move.Donatello activates their Super
Move.Michelangelo activates their Super Move.Raphael activates their Super Move.Add a photo to this collection of community content available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Note.
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